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Symbiosis is a creative community consisting of collaborating visual artists and 

writers. We pursue methods of codependence in shared spaces and produce a print annual magazine 
as well as digital content that showcase some of our aesthetic manifestations.

Creative practitioners in all types of visual and literary media have found meaningful 
connections that help propel or rethink their own work via Symbiosis. “Visual” and “literary” are used 
more as philosophical categories than as limiting constraints. Generally, we like to pursue the verbal 

as visual and the visual as verbal—which can take on the integrated forms of theater and film, painting 
with poetry, sculpture with prose, and so on. The media formulating and exploring an idea often 

emerges from the processes of the participants willing to create and collaborate.

We believe that the strongest collaborations are those in which the visual and literary 
components are inseparable. However, we are also interested in other forms of interrelations,

 such as ekphrastic work of one form inspired from another. In some cases, a 
codependency may be weak or even parasitic but be of great value.

Symbiosis is a project of social, intellectual, and creative capital by which we seek to move our
 collaborating participants—as well as our readers and onlookers—to discover 

aesthetic pleasure by way of their human interactions.

Symbiosis is generously funded by the Kelly Writers House
at the University of Pennsylvania with additional support

 from the Department of Fine Arts.

Submissions are welcomed from all.
 Submit online via Submittable 

www.symbiosis.submittable.com
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 During the past 2015-2016 academic year at the University of Pennsylvania, 
I focused on investigating some philosophical questions on the nature of human ex-
istence that could continue to beguile me for the rest of my life: how do we find our 
purposes in the world? Why do we leave behind art and other intellectual markers 
with the hope that they might one day transcend our mortality? As part of a dual senior 
thesis in creative writing and interdisciplinary fine arts, I was particularly invested in 
observing visual and literary expressions that reveal reasons why we live and believe in 
our own significance. 
 Though I explored these questions as an undergraduate Penn senior, I started 
to formulate a personal response to them—a practice of my own purpose—in 2007. 
Coming from a place of extreme vulnerability, I was spurred on to think about them 
during an onslaught of social harassment by seventh grade middle school classmates 
and friends-turned-bullies. I asked why I cared to live. From what grounds would I 
defend myself for whom I wanted to be? Could I muster the strength to abstain from a 
peer-induced social conformity that I felt squandered my own personal mode of con-
duct? How would I stake claim to the freedom of my will to do what I wanted in this 
world? Why was my particular existence even important—in this room, in this place? 
 In times of being ostracized, I found respite in the solo activities of art making 
and story writing; I was also extraordinarily energized when combining the two in my 
own books, sharing my mind of construction with others on the outside. I was begin-
ning to connect these cherished activities with those abstract questions permeating 
my personal sphere—they were forcing me to connect my inner world with the outer.
 At the same time this was occurring, I discovered I won a contest for a chil-
dren’s book that I had written, illustrated, designed, and constructed—selected by a 
jury from over three thousand submissions across the United States. Beyond the pro-
tection and praise of my own parents, that accomplishment was something that made 
me feel validated—substantial, even. I felt that I was meant to improve the world, and 
I was learning that I could do this through visual and verbal expressions, manifested 
and intertwined in books distributed for the pleasure of others.  I discovered that mak-
ing art—through whatever medium or form of aesthetic choice—can be an irresistible 
method of substantiating our existence in the here and now.
 Nevertheless, despite the apparently burgeoning success of this children’s 
book, its selection was concurrent with the onset of the Great Recession in 2008. The 
book was neither published nor received by the public due to the closure of the partic-
ular small press. The journalistic trope for the publishing industry during the half-de-
cade following was the “death of print.” Stemming from that formative experience, 

Gina   
Looking Back, Looking Forward
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however, I grappled with the lost opportunity by creating many more publications. 
Subconsciously, my basic drive has been to continually demonstrate my purpose in an 
aesthetic way. The magazine has been a fertile medium for this.
 Sharing this story in my Early Decision application to Penn in 2011, I pro-
posed to start a hybrid literary and visual art magazine that would prevent visual artists 
from being mere decorative illustrators to writers’ literature. Since writers’ work is 
often prioritized in both the operation and production of many publications, I saw that 
visual artists were frequently misrepresented and shorted of their insights. I wanted 
the visual and literary to be balanced in terms of the creators and their outputs.
 When I then entered Penn in September 2012, I was extremely fortunate to 
discover a community with the institutional resources and enthusiasm to fund such an 
endeavor: the Kelly Writers House. The writers house was a beacon of artistic inno-
vation engaging with the greater literary world from its elite Ivy League campus best 
known for business tycoons, doctors, and lawyers. It was also a home for the creative 
minds that did not fit into those categories. It has been utterly incredible and extraor-
dinarily lucky for me to have founded Symbiosis there nearly four years ago—cultivat-
ing it as a student-run publication and community since. This has been impactful not 
only on my life, but on the artistic life of this campus.
 At the heart of Symbiosis has always been an idealistic pursuit to generate 
greater connections between individuals with a particular focus on those in the literary 
and visual arts—though those categories remain fluid across media for all creative prac-
titioners. Symbiosis is about a willingness to exchange, and in turn, receive beneficia-
ry items, both tangible and intangible, that propel one’s own creative development. 
Those might be ideas, skills, or social support. Although the Kelly Writers House 
has been a base for the literary arts at Penn for two decades, I have been especially de-
lighted to discover that since founding Symbiosis in 2012, more undergraduate visual 
artists are likewise staking claim to Penn as their home, too. Encouraging visual artists 
at Penn to participate in Symbiosis was a challenge at its founding due to factors of the 
university’s administrative dynamics. However, with later additional support from the 
Department of Fine Arts at Penn in 2014, the creation of a supportive artistic network 
has been excitedly growing with each academic year. I hope to keep feeding it.    
 For the past four years, to propel such interactions of beneficial artistic ex-
change, my fellow student team and I organized dozens of series of literary and artistic 
exchanges: workshops, discussions, coffeehouse meet-ups, collaboration match-ups, 
gallery exhibitions, print magazines, and digital publishing products. (We have done 
three different websites, two blogs, and most recently in 2016, a web edition). We 
also continually explored production within the shared spaces of varied surfaces—on 
tabletops, digital screens, print pages, and gallery walls.
 We used many methods of activating our participatory audiences, embracing 
the multisensory channels that match, or function in tandem with, the varied expres-
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sions of the content we publish. This is integral to Symbiosis’ constructive process 
and aesthetic distinction as a publication and organization. Embracing integrated 
content and the impact of multisensory experiences across medium and genre not 
only serves one’s cognitive processing for optimal functioning (on the level of neu-
roscience), but also comes in response to our contemporary culture’s inclination to 
embrace interdisciplinarity for the most comprehensive impact (on a level of the social 
sciences). These expansive expressions are what museums, galleries, literary venues, 
and entertainment spaces are collecting, curating, and commissioning for their own 
greatest impact in reaching audiences and creating senses of fulfillment. It significant-
ly, though not in whole, is fueled by today’s personalized technology revolution: the 
fact that many of us communicate parts of our identities through customizable digital 
platforms and social media accounts on phones, tablets, and laptops is no coincidence 
of the twenty-first century. In the future, we will only continue to accelerate our rela-
tionships with the digital as we converse via technological interfaces. 
 Thus, this newest issue of Symbiosis particularly explores creations that were 
constructed, and in some cases, can only exist, through digital technology—on the 
web, online—to acknowledge its grand influence on our contemporary communica-
tions. We are showcasing this through a web edition, published on our website at 
www.upennsymbiosis.org in conjunction with our annual print magazine and gallery 
exhibition in the Brodsky Gallery of the Kelly Writers House . 
 Web Editor Dalton Kamish significantly initiated our new digital media ex-
ploration, hosting a memorable workshop in the Fall 2015 semester from a post-Alt 
Lit (Alternative Literature) context, drawn from Internet and online publishing cul-
tures. This workshop focused on the mobile application Snapchat, which is popular 
among undergraduates of Penn’s campus and the millennial generation at large. The 
alphabet of emoji, the digital abbreviations and spellings cultivated by character-count 
restrictions (on Twitter and elsewhere), and the imposition of text over raw, some-
times blurred, images and videos taken by amateurs—then edited and manipulated 
with highly saturated filters—defines a newly emerging and democratic storytelling 
aesthetic that few other publications have taken seriously. Upon the realization that 
these methods of communication are becoming increasingly imbued in our contem-
porary culture, I am thrilled to add such content to our discussion.
 For the first time this year, we have also significantly allowed submissions 
from artists and writers of the greater public. We are pleased with the range of par-
ticipants, as we are now able to be more inclusive of the groups working with var-
ied modes of creative production—especially those who are often overlooked or defy 
mainstream categorization in traditional genres. Though Symbiosis was founded and 
initiated in the university setting, I find the juxtaposition of student work with sea-
soned professionals who contributed—some of whom have been practicing their crafts 
for decades—worthwhile to our understanding of the human interactions behind-the-
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scenes of creative products. A core tenet of Symbiosis from the start has been the fun-
damental willingness to explore beyond what one knows, and this can happen at any 
point in a career.
 In a recent encounter with contemporary artist Janine Antoni, for example, I 
asked her what it was like to be collaborating with other artists (currently, with cho-
reographer Stephen Petronio and postmodern dance figurehead Anna Halprin at the 
Fabric Workshop and Museum of Philadelphia until July 31, 2016). Antoni explained 
that it was challenging—like being a young student again. Her artistic trajectory could 
be forever changed from this collaboration as she moves forward with her practice. 
 The final way we have delved into new territory with this newest issue of Sym-
biosis is with the inclusion of solo submissions by individuals whose work is both visu-
al and textual. In the past, we exclusively published collaborations by teams of artists 
and writers, typically in pairs. However, something significantly and simultaneously 
visual and textual like concrete poetry emerges often from a single maker due to the 
nature of the medium and the logistics involved. Showcasing these types of solo sub-
missions allows us to exhibit the full range of the crossroads of art and writing. 
 As such, in considering how the visual and literary mix, mingle, and may be-
come one as Symbiosis does, in this newest issue, we decidedly embraced a broader 
understanding of a “symbiotic spectrum.” On one end of this spectrum, the visual and 
the textual are discrete components. Perhaps, the visual-textual correlation is one that 
is loosely inspired, constructed, or manipulated from one another. They might not 
have been conceived in conjunction, allowing for gaps in the comprehension of the 
content and for interesting tangential relationships to exist. As we move further down 
this “symbiotic spectrum,” however, the visual and textual become integrated further. 
They intertwine. The opposite end of the spectrum is then marked as where they com-
pletely fuse together as one whole form. On this end of the spectrum, the visual and 
literary are inseparable and indistinguishable. In human terms, for individuals who 
collaborated, their identities vis-a-vis their aesthetic outputs are so fused that they are 
devoid of individual artistic egos. This is very rare to discover on the part of a publisher 
and difficult to formulate on the part of the makers. The power dynamics of the human 
interactions play a very large role in such an immersive degree of collaboration.
 I am proud of the robustness of this 2016 annual issue from where we began 
with the founding of Symbiosis in 2012. We hope that the future of Symbiosis will 
continually be representative of enthralling and emerging visual-literary forms as well 
as the dynamics of human interactions—presented with respect to long-standing his-
tories and traditions.
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Writers
& 

Artists

of
Influence

By no means comprehensive , 
the following is a nod to some 

historical influencers—an eclectic
 selection of artists and writers who 

have made their impact on the world 
during the past two centuries. Some 
have collaborated with each other; 

many have collaborated with others. 
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Eugène Delacroix (1798–
1863) was a leader of the 
French Romantic school 
of painting; he influenced 
the Impressionists with his 
expressive technique and the 
Symbolists with his interest 
in the exotic.

Charles Baudelaire 
(1821–1867) was a painter-
ly poet and major innovator 
within 19th century French 
literature. He is known for 
his highly original prose-
poetry style and discovering 
modernity in the industrial-
izing city of Paris.

Auguste Rodin (1840–
1917) was a French sculptor 
who physically modeled his 
subjects in clay, inventing 
a new style of realism that 
served as a precursor to 
modern sculpture.   

Rainer Maria Rilke 
(1875–1926) was a German 
poet and novelist who wrote 
both in verse and highly 
lyrical prose. He often 
explored existential themes 
on the duality of beauty and 
suffering.

Roger Fry (1866–1934) 
was an English painter. He 
was a critic in the realm of 
modern art and a member 
of the Bloomsbury Group. 
He established the new 
developments in French 
painting as belonging to 
Post-Impressionism.

Virginia Woolf (1882–
1941) was an innovative 
English writer and one of 
the most prominent mod-
ernists of the 20th century. 
She was a significant figure 
within London literary so-
ciety and a central figure in 
the Bloomsbury Group. Her 
writing is often analyzed 
for feminism, class, and the 
consequences of war.

Romantic Period (1798–1870) Victorian Period (1837–1901) Naturalism (1870–1920)

Realism (1820–1920) The Bloomsbury Group (1903–1964)

Impressionism Symbolism Post-Impressionism
Les Nabis

Art Nouveau

Fauvism

Ashcan School

1870 1880 1890 1900
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Pablo Picasso (1881–
1973) was a multimedia 
Spanish artist universally 
known to be one of the most 
revolutionary of the 20th 
century. Spending most of 
his adult life in France, he 
founded or took part in the 
founding of several new 
styles and movements in-
cluding Cubism, construct-
ed sculpture, and collage. 

Brion Gysin (1916–1986) 
was a painter, writer, sound 
poet, and performance artist 
best known for the invention 
of permutations and cut-ups 
in writing. 

Gertrude Stein (1874–
1946) was an a pioneer of 
Modernist literature who 
lived in France for most of 
her life. Her work was inno-
vative in breaking traditional 
linear narratives by decon-
structing the temporal con-
ventions of the 19th century. 
She was also an influential 
collector of Modernist art.

 Marcel Duchamp (1887–
1968) was a French artist 
associated with innovations 
in Modernism in movements 
including Cubism, concep-
tual art, and Dada—helping 
to define and shape the 
revolutionary developments 
in the plastic arts of the 20th 
century. His most commonly 
known piece repurposes a 
porcelain urinal as  Fountain 
(1917).

Sophie Taeuber-Arp 
(1889–1943) was a Swiss 
artist, textile designer, and 
dancer. She was significant 
in developing concrete 
paintings and geometric 
abstraction.  She was a key 
founding figure of the Dada 
movement, celebrating 
conceptualism and the 
avant-garde.

Hans Arp (1886–1966) 
was a German-French 
sculptor, painter, poet, 
and abstract artist working 
in mixed media. He was a 
founding figure of the Dada 
movement.

Existentialism (1850–) Modernism (1910–1965)
Expressionism

Cubism

Futurism
Performance Art

Suprematism Constructivism

Dada
De Stijl

Bauhaus

Surrealism

Social Realism Abstract Expressionism

1910 1920 1930 1940

LITERATURE

VISUAL ART
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William Burroughs 
(1914–1997) was one of 
the most influential Post-
modernist American writers 
of the 20th century in both 
pop culture and literature. 
A primary figure of the Beat 
Generation, he published 
novels, short stories, essays, 
and interviews. He collab-
orated with performers and 
musicians and made appear-
ances in film.

Grace Hartigan (1922–
2008) was an American 
Abstract Expressionist of 
the New York School of 
painting and one of the most 
celebrated young American 
women painters of the time. 
She is known for her bold 
gestures and experimental 
brushwork. Her painting is a 
precursor to Pop Art.

John Cage (1912–1992) 
was one of the most influen-
tial American composers of 
the 20th century. A leading 
figure of the post-war 
avant-garde, he served as a 
pioneer of indeterminacy in 
music, electroacoustic mu-
sic, and non-standard use of 
musical instruments. He also 
contributed to the develop-
ment of modern dance.

Frank O’Hara (1926–
1966) was was an American 
writer, poet, and art critic. 
He was a prominent cultural 
figure of the New York 
School of poetry engaging 
with painters, musicians, and 
dancers. He was a curator at 
the Museum of Modern Art.

Bradford Morrow (b. 
1951) is an acclaimed 
American novelist, editor, 
essayist, poet, and children’s 
book writer. He is the found-
ing editor of Conjunctions 
literary magazine.

Sol LeWitt (1928–2007) 
was one of the most signifi-
cant American artists of the 
20th century in the devel-
opments of conceptual art 
and Minimalism, prolific in a 
wide range of media includ-
ing drawing, printmaking, 
photography, and painting. 
He was instrumental in the 
transition from Modernism 
to Postmodernism.

              The Beat Generation (1945–1965)

Existentialism (1850–)Modernism (1910–1965)
Abstract Expressionism

Color Field Painting

Neo-Dada

Kinetic and Op Art

Gutal

Conceptual Art
Pop Art

Fluxus Photorealism

Minimalism

Earth Art

1950 1960
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Richard Tuttle (b. 1941) is 
an American Postminimalist 
artist known for his small, 
subtle, intimate multimedia 
works working in sculp-
ture, painting, drawing, 
printmaking, artists’ books, 
installation, and furniture. 
Language is one of his cen-
tral concerns.

Johanna Drucker (b. 1952) 
is an author, book artist, 
visual theorist, and cultural 
critic. Her scholarship has 
been influential on the 
history of graphic design, 
typography, experimental 
poetry, fine art, and the 
digital humanities. Notably, 
she has analyzed the material 
nature and function of the 
avant-garde.

John Ashbery (b. 1927) is 
one of the most renowned 
American poets of the 
20th century for his work’s 
Postmodernist complex-
ity showcasing a chaotic 
world in flux. Influenced by 
Abstract Expressionism in 
painting, he spent part of his 
life as an art critic in France 
and New York.

Charles Bernstein (b. 
1950) is a founding member 
and leading practitioner 
of Language poetry. Be-
tween 1978-1981, 
with fellow poet Bruce 
Andrews, he published 
L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E 
magazine. His work explores 
the uses of language within 
diverse social contexts.

Amy Gerstler (b. 1956) is 
an acclaimed American poet 
dealing with the themes of 
redemption, suffering, and 
survival. She writes art re-
views, book reviews, fiction, 
and essays and has collabo-
rated with visual artists, most 
notably with Alexis Smith.

Crucial to the birth of con-
ceptual art, Art-Language 
(1966-1968) began as a 
collaboration between artists 
Michael Baldwin, David Bain-
bridge, Harold Hurrell, and 
Terry Atkinson exploring the 
theoretical and critical issues 
of conceptual art, including 
the social, philosophical, and 
psychological positions of 
the artist. The first series had 
nineteen issues.

              Post-Modernism (1965–)

Post-Minimalism

Feminist Art The Pictures Generation

Neo-Expressionism

CONTEMPORARY

1970 1980
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 Constraints have always been central to my craft as a writer. They are a way for 
me to force myself into new terrain—away from the words, phrasings, and ideas that I 
have grown comfortable with in my writing. 
 If you do something enough—writing, playing the piano, walking—the pro-
cess becomes automatic to an extent. You stop thinking about the placement of every 
single word, just like how you do not think about every step you take on your way to 
work or class. This habituation can streamline the writing process, but it can also be 
extremely limiting.This is where constraints can act as liberators.
 Prior to my first encounter with constraint-based writing, I felt that I was a 
rather deliberate writer. One thing I never gave much thought to, however, was the 
amount of syllables I used in my prose. For one workshop I participated in, we were 
given the assignment to write a story using only one-syllable words. The task became 
frustrating and seemingly impossible for me at times, but it forced me to look at my 
prose in a way I had not before, to explore phrasings that I would not have considered. 
I realized that in expanding my artistic process, I could utilize constraints as tools.
 However, I recognize the shortcomings of the term “tool”to describe a con-
straint. A tool is something we choose to utilize for convenience. It is something we 
can discard when we are finished with it. A constraint in art is neither of those things.   
It is a fundamental aspect inherent to all art forms—it is almost impossible to think 
about a piece of art without considering the constraints that factored in its production. 
 For example, the common media of visual art—painting, drawing, sculpture, 
photography—each necessarily contain and are defined by their own sets of con-
straints. A photographer would be hard-pressed to capture the dreamlike imagery of 
Surrealist paintings in the same way that a painter working on a canvas would have 
difficulties reproducing the angles and exactitude of photographs. However, the fact 
that pieces like these do exist illustrates how constraints can be well navigated and, in 
some cases, be overcome. The same can be said for the literary arts as well, in which 
different forms of work, from the Shakespearean sonnet to the Dickensian novel, con-
tain their own unique array of constraints. 
  A large part of what makes art so exciting is the presence of these constraints 
inherent to our work—and our ability, as artists, to transcend them. We might marvel 
at John Steinbeck’s ability to evoke sensations of breathing imagery through two-di-
mensional words on a piece of paper or computer screen—or at a cartoonist like Bill 
Watterson, who renders fascinating narratives and characters within the length of a 
Sunday newspaper strip. For me, art has always been about the endless, sometimes 

Jeffrey Yang
Constraints in Collaboration
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grueling search for methods to connect with an audience through the limitations of a 
medium. Without constraints to challenge the artist, that search is obviated. 
 What role, then, does the act of collaboration play in relation to artistic con-
straints? I had not considered the question before I was introduced to the joint work 
of two poets, Joshua Beckman and Matthew Rohrer. In co-authoring their book, Nice 
Hat. Thanks, the poets employed a spontaneous, connective form through which the 
poets took turns dictating a single word or piece of punctuation, effectively co-orating 
a poem word-by-word, line-by-line. A line like “the bleached-out sky fell” would be 
the result of a verbal interplay, in which one poet contributed the words “the,” “out,” 
and “fell” and the other dictated “bleached,” “sky,” followed by the line break.  
 Though the spontaneity of the form presents an interesting limitation, I was 
more interested in another general constraint that challenged the two poets: the 
subjectivities of each other. In regards to their collaborative process, Beckman and 
Rohrer wrote, “As we got more comfortable with the back-and-forth exchange, the 
process became as much about challenging each other as it was about helping each 
other complete the poem [... it] was a way of relinquishing certain amounts of author-
ity a poet usually holds to tightly, and challenged us to make poems differently than 
we otherwise would have.” By challenging each other’s own artistic process, Rohrer 
and Beckman were able to conceive new methods to apply to their crafts, avenues of 
creation that would not have otherwise surfaced. 
 After turning through the pages of Nice Hat. Thanks and experimenting with 
its collaborative form myself, I began to understand more of the human nature to ar-
tistic collaboration. When two creatives collaborate, they are meeting each other at a 
halfway point, each necessarily altering part of one’s own process—one’s own vision—
in order to meet and work with the other’s. Collaboration is a form of constraint with 
the power to expand one’s creative repertoire; its assertion of constraint is generously 
more dynamic than something stiffened with known tradition. Although collaboration 
results in compromise, that compromise should be regarded as anything but a limita-
tion. Rather, it is a gateway to guided possibilities.

Editor’s Note: Jeffrey Yang led a Symbiosis workshop on November 22, 2015 following Joshua 
Beckman and Matthew Rohrer’s model of coordination in poetic composition. He placed participants 
in pairs who then took turns swapping a sheet of notebook paper as they wrote. They spontaneously 

considered the constraints of the page, the time, and the mind of the other individual. 
A selection of what emerged using this methodology is documented on the following pages.

 —Gina DeCagna
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From the Notebook
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 1.

 The ampersand (&) indeed resembles a small 
harp whose curvature of character forms its corded 
cat-guts, just as surely as a circumflex (ˇ) is a trampoline 
for talking-with or a discarded phoneme’s fruit rind 
and an “equals” sigil (=) is a symmetrically toppled 
pair of heuristic, Herculean pillars. 

 &’s ligature cursively superimposes an e 
over a t as a logogram because “ampersand”
contains (and not only stands for) “and” and so 
implies a spanned space, just as “and” is also 
contained in “band” (as connective sinew) and “sand” 
(a prime metaphor for what is uncountable and so endlessly “and” 
inducing). 

 “Ampersand” shoves off syllabically from “amp” (suitably, a measure of 
connective currency) because the “per” in its median syllable is a measurement 
of rate as surely as “et cetera” begins on an inner rhyme and “and”’s nearness 
to “end” is only ironic. 

  & is a Fibonacci whorl as much as our double helix’s tarantella is, as if AND 
reversed into DNA for a reason. Its looped head is a rounded apex and a non-flat 
surface no single object can balance on. Its rounded bottom is like a grammatical 
rocking chair’s runner and a steeple base to grammar’s see-saw and a coil with a kick-
stand. 

  “And” is a switchyard of a monosyllable, a rotator cuff on which “you” (and) 
“I” can pivot, a gluon that all of grammar’s shaved filings and filed shavings magnetize 
toward.
  & is a period’s seed popped and unfurled from a kernel. The dust of displaced 
paper crumbs produced by an ampersand’s being chiseled into a page can be reassem-
bled into an elliptic line of dots as surely as a trellis shaped like an ampersand could 
provide ivy with a steeplechase to climb and a tombstone shaped & is a prayer for 

Kimo Reder
Ampersand & Ellipsis...
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continuum and an “undo” command turning periods into pivots….

 2.

 An ellipsis resembles a fading echo of Zeno’s shot put, as if every dotted i had 
suffered a beheading and every umlaut had undergone a Siamese divorce plus one, 
like a stammering of not-quite full-stops or a model of just how fine a fine print can get 
before it turns into a dotted line….

 An ellipsis is a sawdust of unborn letters like a trailing-off of page-crumbs 
because a book slammed closed releases a micro-gust of dust….

 An ellipsis is like insect feces staining a page of Euclidean proofs and distend-
ing its axioms into overshoots, like a juggler’s balls dropped into perfect formation or 
a fine foam of verbal overspill separated into its water molecules or a colon’s vertical 
dots fallen into a more egalitarian arrangement….

 An ellipsis is a convoy of periods suffering from poor braking or a set of 
bouncing balls at temporary rest suffering a kinetic hangover or a series of calculating 
tokens laid out in a contract’s dotted line, as if a leaking pen had managed an unnerv-
ingly accurate arrangement of spatters….

 An ellipsis is a small case of German measles dragooned into single troop, a 
dot-dot-dot like Morse code gone monotone or gapped incisors ground down into 
balls by chewing on words’ bitter roots—a set of pebbles jumped off a sentence’s mill 
wheel or a school of commas shedding their tails in favor of silence or an et cetera 
broken down to its embers….

 An ellipsis is a trio of dots arranged like an acrobat’s human pyramid dis-
mounted to receive applause or a pause granted its own place. An ellipsis contains 
“lips” despite its silence because it eloquently pressures dot, spot, and jot to all cluster 
at an end rhyme, in a deletion determined to mark its own not being missed….
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Editor’s Note: On November 21, 2015 the Gross McCleaf Gallery of Philadelphia featured seven 
local poets who had created work in response to Deirdre Murphy’s Winds of Change exhibition on 
display. In their nature, all of the resulting poems were ekphrastic—allowing the poets to reflect on the 
visual sensitivities that they witnessed in Murphy’s paintings. Amplifying the elements of the paintings 
in their own words, these poets worked from Murphy’s bright color palette, geometric shapes, and 
references to objects of the natural world (birds, space, and sky) to discover entry points into conceiv-
ing their own work. Many of them used the paintings as pure inspiration for coping with the personal: 
mitigating concepts of space, grappling with the past, and finding the means to be present. Along with 
a selection of the poems entangled with the paintings, all the paintings may be viewed online at 
www.deirdremurphyart.com. —Rebecca Lambright
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Entanglement
Ekphrastic

An
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 •
daddy,

when I was a pigeon
when I was a pigeon
when I was a pigeon

I fly away with that black pigeon

daddy, I’m not a pigeon anymore

 •
if we can conceive of killing

two birds
with one stone

 —why not then imagine

leaving it
 un-
 thrown:

two birds

in a bush, un-
leavened & a stone

in hand, un-

turned, un-
 flown

 •
every painting
of a bird
is a painting
of the upper limits
of human ecstasy

Kevin Varrone
13 Notes on Birds
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 •
I thought the sparrow
chirped for me
but it wanted at whatever
I was standing in,
maybe smashed apple,
maybe vomit

 •
if you want to change the world
with chatter,
become a songbird
at a backyard feeder

 •
I put a scare quote
in the open field
of this poem

but the birds
ate every word
all the same

 • 
what a little
magician, top-
hat chicadee
fanning the flames
of geometry;
what a little
bit of ono-
mato-
poetry

 •
there’s a sparrow
in my shadow
at the station.

I’m headed inbound.
he’s going up 
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 • 
not stars or kites, hung
laundry on a tendon
in a sea-wind mayhem, amok—even
our empty garments have the will
to fly—and can’t—except in dreams
across the blue-night prospects of achill.
vulnerable is vulnerable,
to wound, injure, maim.
chorda achilles, philip verheyden coined it
while dissecting his own amputated leg.
an achilles heel
is an achilles heel.

 •

Deirdre Murphy
Dreaming of Achill
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watching birds fly
in paintings is a little like painting
ceilings: everything light
& high & capped, a little dizzying,
a little grounding

 • 
one leaf, alit on a tree whose others unfurl like a fractal-quilt
sloughed off a sleeping body by a turbulent sibling—just one,
just foliage in murmuration—what else to call a tearstain
flamed against the sky, each leaf doing what the next leaf does?

this is the first principle of communal flight,
the first commandment of being numerous.
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but then the eye drops again to the one left over, on-hanger, tri-
angular, try again-er, begging the a priori question of travel:
should we have stayed at home,
invented all this autumn
lumenclature, a system of language to name the system of color
being thought of here?

the more I look the more I want a bird among the switches & twigs
a crow or raven in the capillaries, a semi-colon or child’s comma, goat-
sucker amid the commotion—what a funny word, to mean confused
& noisy disruption but speak as much to movement, to being moved
& community. not mayhem, or maybe, not in the sense of maim,
but originally, in law, the crime of making one less able to defend himself,
that’s autumn, no, a little turbulence, a little wonder, & just after,
a little hiccup in a whooshing heart: one leaf off the wheeling flock,
arrhythmia, & then another flock––swirl––that must be all, it’s almost enough,
almost enough to stun us, & then it’s done

 •
which bird in a murmuration,
which autumn leaf
in a wind-blown conflagration wants to be different,
break from the beautiful
scrum, strike out alone,
a prodigal star & not a starling
apart & not
a part of a sum?

 • 
night-
jar, we
are all a-
light here,
star-
dust, wander-
lost, lunar-cast
darkest hours,
half-mast:  not happy
  not sad

like a tagged-up
train left
idle on a siding,
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not idling, a dragon
ironed into a straight line,
a map of coastline
made linear, that still-
ness in all of us, that stone
alone inside
that binds us
here on earth,
flapping air,
our desperate little semaphore
from where
from whence
we are to there,
up there, up in the air

Deirdre Murphy
Chatter
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WORRY WOODPECKER
Michelle Taransky

*

If the woods has a door, the shadow is
Breaking from a covering
Caused by worry
Woodpecker

How knowing
The hill is too steep
An angle for any

Lake like thread to our firearms
Pattern will land at nest
And presume site of prey
The leaves continue to reach out
But not reflect the plans

The planned buildings cannot find
Another builder for building

Running away does help
Dilute spectrum from forest
It’s only leaves, no one likes
Your sad stories, no
Neighbor waits to hear
the sound of

Line that split a preserve
A still that is not a wooden anchor
In the water the wood will

Once the entire people had passed

*
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If we don’t read what it says

It says we are strips of light

Those echoes stolen grass blades emit

For meeting to sink like cities

A scab and a fear intrude

Introductions have no axe

Or a chisel in the garage

But: picture windows and a mahogany mantle for display

*

Change the trunk to a branch

A tool for no person’s hand

The centerpiece used for all tables,

To serving a meal of glittering scraps

I’ve surrendered my metal working tools

Made the diameter to your liking,
Worry Woodpecker
The woodgrains would wait until

Shadows turn into 
A place for nesting.

Caused by running away
When does it help
Temper museum from forestation.

Is thread to our armor.

Your happy dress no.
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Scrape of fleeing.

White sheet.

White sheeted saying for myself

My echo of a woodpecker

Introductions have no heart.

Bridge absorbed until.

No-named cellar.

Made the diameter to your liking.

Ring at the end of the descent.

If we don’t read what it says.

*

The last rule applies to the woodpecker hunter
His notion of procession
Circumference less than this 

Bird’s nest
Singular image of wide wood
Taken to mean not make

Equating a worry
With faller’s concern
Considering a new plot

New place to fell

A new concern

We are reading apart together

*
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Reading sheep-shapes
Reading notes for a cover
Reading simulation tongues

Reading about our meeting 
Without a remainder

He is mad at the horses
The butcher at the cages
A worry woodpecker is a witness

A range of extrapolation
Our pine shadows
Tells pew why we’ve waited

While a bodger nears
Takes watching to be wail
Birds housed in separate

Beings made from this wood
To leave this place behind this
Where this is no key

Considered a hoard
Collapsing at entrance

Delivered or decided that murmuring

Treesparrow is exempt from warcry
For the lowest has landed

Lonely spot for pastoral
I’d thought it was the right time
The right search for the right
Birding partner

One sticks to the pathway, there is
Right to the talk

Proof attention was paid in flight
How do you say fear

I’ve sent the mother out
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To the garage for scraps

Your size I’ll put you baby
Baby in the box where I

Corner, fix and cower
Cover what small hand

Had hoped for

*

Worry woodpecker with window with
Grid in the foreground

Go out behind a box
Made-scene, the mothers’
Wish for completed memoir

That you’d leave

The window open not worry
About false worry

*

Sword is not like knife
Like bird calls bird

The worried bird making sense

Of commotion, or that bird
Will be able to call it a night

*

Limb of the orator
Certain fixator
Toolholder and shedmaker
The basement where he is

Kept until the
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Institution locks the door
Says no collecting can

Care to ask:
If the worry is here 
Where is gone

*

Worry woodpecker watches 
We eat every piece of the wood
A roof is only ours once we
Don’t need the stars, certain
Patterns standing
In for a town’s worry woodpecker

Tree with purpose, and a window
Without views—because the
Crack is now a canyon
The saying a branch can tell to a tree
That will become a frame

*

an equation where unbearable
is greater than
a gray ghost, or gypsy.  is it you
my grandmother’s face
to undo the terrible work

*

Here, none of the takes
include the wing

North becomes promise

land that dared not be called
tender— resemble ourselves

we did this ourselves because
we wanted to imprint
the reasons for falling in the
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town where fields are too small the folks
are in song for they worry

they are crashing, the lost ships are passing
The worry woodpeckers are more certain

Richocet
Deirdre Murphy
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town where fields are too small the folks
are in song for they worry

they are crashing, the lost ships are passing
The worry woodpeckers are more certain

coming from a body.  that body
of water couldn’t take it

so the mechanisms are the trees
looking out like a wanderer
not leaving board

except to throw the Russian
articles out and ask for an ear

hearing war at every shore

*

War or worry

For focusing on the part of the eye
That is not an eye

Sum of fallers I didn’t draw on
The warrior’s response for

The sides are already taken 
The doorway is already cold

I’d wound the weary traveler
Up in mother’s weavings

Worried the woodpecker 
Would find harm in every choice 

Acknowledgement: a version of this poem was first published 
in Spoke Too Soon: A Journal of the Longer.
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Upswirl forms
an outgoing
mass. Once-
separate units

curve in fiery
flight. Darkening
pulled into the wake
from the churning

sky that just yesterday
was an orderly container.
The Munich Bahnhof
welcoming crowds

have gone home now
to den Kindern.
Downswirl throbs
against a troublous sky.

Blue-green remain
the distant hills,
prosperous and proud,
unsettled and freighted.

Spontaneous Order

Spontaneous Order

Dave Worrell

Deirdre Murphy
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the day is at a yellow angle
omen-birds a deep register
sounding in my chest as the pigeon
situation resolves itself on chimneys
& coos of them murmur down
the flue                 a braid a wisp patient
where are all the easy birds in a line
or the leaves organizing in sky
falling upward  inbound      express
equilateral  isosceles  acute
as the boys chase them down
the block they shout their names
back at me  names made from science
& childhood absurd joy                  do you think
a gull could eclipse the moon   why not
the bird archive is a public language & I speak
it directly into your mouth    he thinks
sometimes sound can be seen &
the movement of air  we wonder what
shape those vibrations would
make  the hawk in havoc  swallows
(roof-birds) name
themselves       sparrows enter & exit open
windows                 anglo-saxon rooks
& crows & starlings massed in greater numbers
(& anglo-saxon birds are our best commonest
vulgar birds)   repeat what is said of birds
&  like words  birds appear as audible
& or visual things & when we say  it
is beautiful we  are speaking mainly of its past
motion       the sky full of archivists & how
they shape the spaces between  she moves
her hands & makes a suggestion of birds

bird archive  after Deirdre Murphy

Shine On

Pattie McCarthy

Deirdre Murphy

*Handbook of Anglo-Saxon Derivatives (The American System 
of Education, 1854), for some language, including “repeat what 
is said of birds.”
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Dawn
Deirdre Murphy
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Fireflies  glittered  bumped carousing   in  half-light  bodies  illumined    signaling    where
are you, I am here, I am here  without  effort 

Locating,  rhythmic vibrations,     a midnight         lovers’  
resort.              Night skies were black, then, bereft of color                as if 

That color, that one      is best,   for sadness.      Now  it's  spark  and  spangle  the  dawn
in  between              colored  joy  and  touch  and  warm.          Now finished,

Ordained  and  complete,            no openings       anywhere    even winds sweeping
pallid plains    fireflies gone,                 peepers peeping in another

Time  and  country        lanterns  emptied,             cleaned  and  tidy,   blackbirds  hanging
on  a  row  of  nails.  

Blackbirds
Mara Adamitz Scrupe
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My faith is a dwelling 
of stone strewn with crows neither half-dead

nor entirely alive. Limping, arthritic, 
they pick at litter in limbo,

drink liquor like quiet fire. They are gristle 
in an otherwise holy flesh

whose omniscient mind plays games 
of show and tell,

where nothing will ever be shown
and truths are told in tongue.

If I sound like a skeptic, 
it’s because my pain was never prolonged

to the point of non-existence,
because I saw birds bathe in foetid fonts

filled with last year’s lack of rain.
Given honey that ushered me in

and out of other worlds,
I saw stories of so-called sin 

spread like flame over the same slate floor, 
indigo buntings burnt at the wick.

I saw life and I saw death
and believed in neither one.

Dwelling of Stone
Christina Cook
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Synchronized Formation
Deirdre Murphy
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Winds of Change
Deirdre Murphy
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This could easily be considered 
a murder, or, of course, 
I could call it a murmuration. 
But that would be too easy, 
to make it about the birds, to make it 
about hundreds of them 
landing at once on the roof 
and the sound,
how it seemed as though 
something heavy
had fallen onto the house—
another dead tree branch—
but more this time 
like a clap of thunder. 
And then a wave of black 
rolling over the lawn—
the rush and flutter of wings, 
of want for somewhere 
to stop along the way; 
always one path
instead of another—the arc 
and swoop, each landing 
a moment before the next lift,
like ink flowing across a page,
a rendering of lines, 
the notion of selecting particulars 
to sum up a life.
This could just as easily be about me 
then, about how I have taken 
to watching the world 
through a window, 
how my days slip in now,
particles of light through a screen.

Rising Action
Kristina Moriconi
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This writing/drawing performance is the second iteration of an experimental piece produced within the Institute 
of Contemporary Art, Philadelphia. Shaina Gates formed the initial work when Yue Nakayama suggested that 
she would like to learn how to write in cursive. The text of the performance’s first iteration, Everything Is Like 
This, playfully referred to the act of communicating through a filter—the fabric screen, in this performance, on 
which Gates writes and Nakayama traces. In An Opacity Of Means, Gates again presses her finger to the fabric 
to draw the text in reverse, while Nakayama follows her touch and traces to reveal the words. With the pressure 
between finger and marker, the collaboration explores the efforts behind attention. The shifts in each person’s 
movements affects the course of the marker’s line; the first does so with intention and the second does so without 
preconception. The performance has been filmed and documented for viewing on www.upennsymbiosis.org.

An Opacity of Means
Shaina Gates and Yue Nakayama
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Lisa Campeau

Ever-Freshened Keys
Lisa Campeau (over)

Bound Me Round
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The Skreets done blacked my soul; bruised my eyes.
Skreets done showed me lies; way more den I wanted to know.
Dey done took my brother, my mother and my friends.
Skreets don’t owe me a damn thing ‘doe; an’ I don’t know when
‘dey ever said one bad thing ‘bout me. I owe the concrete
black tar beasts my life. It’s full of people with change
whose warm words have saved me. The Skreets took me in
with both arms they still hold me tight.

Eight Ball (But for the Grace of Gawd)
Thomas Park and Rashaun Rucker
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I come up on shotguns; eggnog in my bottle,
at sixteen an oak tree fell on my daddy in the woods
squished him in the mud and stubble.
The next year I run away from our sharecrop land
the cotton and tobacco fields, the red clay, gravel
my mama’s men. I quit school joined Uncle Sam.
They took me ‘cause I was big,  ain’t care if I couldn’t read
all  I had to do was be able to follow a command— dig it?
And say “Yes Sir!” I knew how to do that. Yes Sir! I
Learned how to dig better trenches, drive big trucks,
drink hard, and duck, I lost a toe and got two nubs
been married three times, locked up four; I’s still here
I sleep under the stars or in my tent by my camper; usually
a campfire blazing, radio blaring, my dog, my pipe, my scooter chained,
I chill thinking about my ponderosa or blow on my recorder.
I’m Cherokee and slim meals, war stories and womens, till
they broke my spirit and left me back on this red-clay and gravel.

Junkman
Thomas Park and Rashaun Rucker
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Mesoscape
James Sanders
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Mesoscape was created for integration within a scattered, web-like photo installation on a wall by 
the contemporary artist David D’Agostino. The installation was entitled “A Boy Fell Out of the Sky.” 

D’Agostino was inspired by the poem, “Musée des Beaux Arts” (1940) by W.H. Auden (1907-1973) 
which explores the irony in the mundane motions of life juxtaposed with intense human suffering. The 
poem makes reference to the Classical mythological tale of the fall of Icarus, which has been illustrated 

in a landscape painting by the Northern Renaissance artist Pieter Bruegel (1525–1569) . 

Mesoscape employs a unique color-by-numbers methodology in abstractly reconstructing two 
additional landscapes of Bruegel’s paintings: Census at Bethlehem (1566) and 

Massacre of the Innocents (1565–1567).

When reading Mesocape— a poem that is intended for a polyphonic performance by at least two indi-
viduals—each person chooses one of the reconstructed paintings and proceeds to read aloud the words 

that match the ordered numbers. The number marking each piece of pictorial construction indicates the 
corresponding stanza. Stanzas that contain lattices of words and phrases can be read across the lines 

in any manner improvised by the readers. Dotted lines indicate a shift in the speaker’s tone, which the 
speaker may interpret subjectively. The length of the performance is at the discretion of the readers.

The entire piece was created and designed by the author in Microsoft Word.
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When She Had a Gramophone
Nicole Flibbert and Phoebe Low
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 DEAR IVY, my sis Aster would say, “sometimes I wonder if music is the realm where 
reality lies, and our world only an illusion.”
 I would try to imagine the world vibrant in visual sound, the physical plane translu-
cent and shivering, but I could not do it. The colors of Aster’s room burned too brightly in my 
mind. I knew when I grew up I might understand, for my sister was wise, and knew old-people 
things.
 Aster had a gramophone she played every night. It was a massive cast-iron thing, sal-
vaged from somebody’s yard sale, and it rattled like a skeleton shaking its bones. Its base was 
square and oaken, and its trumpet sprung from it like a ruffled, obnoxious flower. Aster was 
always tinkering with it, because it was always breaking.
 She would sit at the big desk facing the window and set the velvet disk. The gram-
ophone would screech to life in triumphant piano chords and burstings of brass. While she 
listened, I would watch the disk turn round, etching a path in its little world. My sister I was 
always watching. All other times her gaze roared in a tempesting din, but the gramophone 
must have brought her some kind of brief solace.
 She would sit at that desk, not doing anything, with her head in her hand, and un-
derneath her eyes something would flicker to life. For hours she would stare out the window, 
awash in a symphony of her own imagining. 
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Daydreaming
Sachiko Hamada and Flora Bahri
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enough money to go outside
S Cearley
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Cuarenta y tres
Syra Ortiz-Blanes and Felipe Gedeon 
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Ampersand & Ellipsis.... | Kimo Reder
This qualitative piece has a distinctive rhythm that carries the reader-listener through 
it from beginning to end as prosaic poetry; this grasps one more than the effusive vo-
cabulary employed, one of an obvious erudite individual of letters. Its atypical evoca-
tion of the syntactical structures of the ampersand and ellipsis are meta-notative in a 
manner that evokes the visual. —Gina DeCagna

Ever-Freshened Keys | Bound Me Round | Lisa Campeau
The images are simple but become more complex in the act of discovering and deci-
phering the text. The handwritten inscriptions—repeatedly scrawled—elicit a softness 
which, in turn, evokes an emotional sense of melancholy and moodiness.  
—Stephanie Tang & Dalton Kamish

Eight Ball | Junkman | Thomas Park and Rashaun Rucker
The raw, colloquial voice befits the energetic lines of these vivid portrait drawings, 
giving faces and a meager dosage of agency to these outcast black men. They are 
hauntingly beautiful image-text juxtapositions, couplets of humanity felt from deeply 
intimate pain. —Ayla Fudala and Rebecca Lambright

Mesoscape | James Sanders
“Mesoscape” really takes the synthesis of text and image to the next level in its mix-
ture of connect-the-dots, coloring book, textbook, and poem. Clean by structure and 
design, it becomes so entertainingly messy to follow with no discrete path of reading, 
especially via the webbed poems. We are grappling with something that is simply rare 
and unique, fascinated by how this can translate to performance. 
—Ayla Fudala and Samuel Sherman

When She Had a Gramophone | Nicole Flibbert and Phoebe Low
The strength in this prose sketch lies in its specificity, especially in the descriptions 
of the gramophone. Lines like, “it rattled like a skeleton shaking its bones” and “its 
trumpet sprung from it like a ruffled, obnoxious flower” serve well to capture the ob-
ject in a singular, idiosyncratic light. I appreciate how the gramophone received sim-
ilar consideration in the visual component. It is a dominant, concrete element that 
contrasts strongly with the looser suggestive forms of the piece. —Jeffrey Yang

Editors’ Comments
Some reactions from the round table on the submissions selected for publication.
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Daydreaming | Sachiko Hamada and Flora Bahri
The combination of drawing and digital text is striking. It suggests not only that the 
text was added after, but that it also can be changed repeatedly as blanks to be filled, 
rather than bubbles created by the words. The eye moves around the piece fluidly. The 
swirling colors by the handling of ink creates a beautiful marbling texture which syncs 
well with the flowing shapes. —Riley Nelson and Dalton Kamish

enough money to go outside | S Cearley
The concept of collaborating with a machine—working within the constraints of a 
computer’s processing—is really fascinating. It creates a very compelling use of text 
as pictoral image. The relationship between the discrete units (individual words) and 
the whole composition intrigues and provokes a deeper investigation of meaning. By 
using its repetitive systems, this piece evokes associations with architecture and biol-
ogy, in which the words serve as piecewise bricks or cells. 
—Jeffrey Yang and Samuel Sherman

Cuarenta y Tres | Syra Ortiz-Blanes and Felipe Gedeon
The dual language and the meta quality of using Google Translate to evoke digital 
technology, media, and literature works well to integrate form to concept in how we 
experience tragedies in contemporary society. Many of us learn news information on-
line via our digital screens, allowing certain images to repeat and remain ingrained in 
our memories or to be experienced in tandem with images and art appropriated from 
elsewhere. The piece resonates as suggestive of a contemporary subject processing 
trauma and violence through such technological representation. It is political and 
contemporary, urgently so. —Dalton Kamish and Gina DeCagna  
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Flora Bahri is a student at the University of Pennsylvania. She considers herself 
a mystical traveler and a lover of sprinkling glitter. She likes being happy in her 
sadness. Flora is not interested in what people do; instead, she prefers to know what 
people wish to do.
 
Lisa Campeau is a multimedia artist, predominantly photography-based, interested 
in the inspiration and melding of literature on the visual arts. She grew up in North-
ern Michigan, and she lives and works in Philadelphia.
 
S Cearley is a former professor of philosophy and artificial intelligence researcher 
in computer-derived writing. He currently lives eight inches above a river watching 
ducks, otters, and herons. His major influence is human-computer interaction, form-
ing new methods of creating images in natural and synthetic minds.
 
Christina Cook is the author of A Strange Insomnia (forthcoming from Kelsay 
Books, 2016), Ricochet (Casa de Cinco Hermanas Press, 2016), and Lake Effect 
(Finishing Line Press, 2012), which won the 2012 Jean Pedrick Chapbook Prize. 
Her poems, translations, essays, and book reviews have appeared in numerous 
journals, including Prairie Schooner, New Ohio Review, Crab Orchard Review, and 
Hayden’s Ferry Review.
 
Nicole Flibbert is a junior studying English at the University of Pennsylvania. When 
not holed up in a library somewhere, she enjoys transcribing manuscripts and cre-
ative writing. 

Shaina Gates is an artist who lives and works in Philadelphia. She earned her BFA 
at the Rhode Island School of Design in 2005 and is a 2016 MFA graduate at the 
University of Pennsylvania.
 
Felipe Gedeon, 21, is not authorized to work in the United States.
 
Sachiko Hamada is an exchange student from Tokyo, Japan, currently studying 
American Literature at the University of Pennsylvania. She has a strong passion and 
love for art.
 
Phoebe Low is a junior studying architecture and English at the University of 
Pennsylvania whose work has appeared in the Penn Gazette and Scholastic’s Spark 
Magazine. She is excited about both the visual and literary arts, especially her cur-

Contributors’ Biographies
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rent architecture project’s passing resemblance to a hobbit hole. In her free time, she 
plays with Adobe Illustrator, her chamber quintet, and puppies.
 
Pattie McCarthy is the author of six books of poetry: Quiet Book, Nulls, Marybones, 
Table Alphabetical of Hard Words, Verso, and bk of (h)rs. She is also the author of a 
dozen chapbooks, most recently x y z && (Ahsahta Press, 2015) and margerykem-
pething (Furniture Press Books, 2015). She teaches at Temple University.
 
Kristina Moriconi is a poet, essayist, and artist who divides her time between Phil-
adelphia and New York. Consumed by fonts, printing presses, and Pantone colors, 
her writing has been influenced by her design career in the publishing industry. Her 
poems and essays have appeared in a variety of journals, and her first chapbook was 
No Such Place (Finishing Line Press, 2013).
 
Deirdre Murphy is an artist based in Philadelphia whose paintings investigate the 
complex relationships of bird flocks and star formations. She has exhibited widely in 
museums, galleries, and institutions in the United States and internationally, and she 
teaches at the University of Pennsylvania. 

Yue Nakayama is a video and performance artist based in Philadelphia. With humor 
and surrealism, she grapples with the individual’s role in the politically absurd world. 
She is a 2016 MFA graduate at the University of Pennsylvania.

Syra Ortiz-Blanes is a junior at the University of Pennsylvania studying History and 
English. Originally from Puerto Rico, she has been writing poetry since she was five 
years old. She loves listening to the rain and cracking creme brûlées.

Thomas Park lives in Warrentown, North Carolina, where he works as a developer 
for the Warren County Artist’s Market, a poetry and arts collaborative organization. 
He received his MA in English from Wayne State University and his MFA from God-
dard College. He has published seven books of poetry.
 
Kimo Reder is a writer and educator currently working on a literary map of Manhat-
tan made out of maxims and a book of “rogue linguistics” responding to Wittgen-
stein’s challenge to write a philosophy of language composed entirely of jokes. He 
teaches at the City University of New York. 
 
Rashaun Rucker is an artist and photojournalist who examines social and cultural 
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issues in America, exploring the topics of human rights, mental illness, the black 
experience, and the impact of inequality. He has received over fifty national and state 
awards for his photographs, prints, and drawings. He was a Hearst visiting profes-
sional at University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill in 2013 and a Maynard Fellow at 
Harvard University in 2009.
 
James Sanders is a member of the Atlanta Poets Group, a writing and performing 
collective. His most recent book is Self-Portrait in Plants, published by Coconut 
Books. The University of New Orleans Press also recently published the group’s An 
Atlanta Poets Group Anthology: The Lattice Inside.
 
Mara Adamitz Scrupe is a poet and visual artist. Her poems have been shortlisted 
for national and international literary awards including the University of Canberra 
Vice-Chancellor’s International Poetry Prize (Australia); the Canterbury Poetry Fes-
tival University of Kent Prize and Poet of the Year (United Kingdom); the Wenlock 
Prize in Poetry (UK); the Janet B. McCabe Prize for Poetry; the Oberon Poetry Prize; 
and the University of Richmond’s Tomaz Salamun Chapbook Prize, among numer-
ous other awards and grants.
 
Michelle Taransky is the author of Sorry Was In The Woods (Omnidawn, 2013) 
and Barn Burned, Then (Omnidawn, 2009), which was selected by Marjorie Welish 
for the 2008 Omnidawn Poetry Prize. She is Reviews Editor of Jacket2 Magazine, 
the international digital journal of poetry and poetics. She teaches at the University 
of Pennsylvania.
 
Kevin Varrone’s most recent book is box score: an autobiography (Furniture Press 
Books, 2014), available as a free downloadable app. Other publications include 
Eephus (Little Red Leaves Textile Series, 2012), Passyunk Lost (Ugly Duckling 
Presse, 2010), id est (Instance Press, 2007), and g-point Almanac: 6.21-9.21 (ixnay 
press, 2000). He organizes PHILALALIA, Philadelphia’s small-press book arts 
festival, and he teaches at Temple University.
 
Dave Worrell’s recent work includes ekphrastic poems inspired by artist Catherine 
Kuzma’s paintings. His first chapbook was We Who Were Bound (Casa de Cinco 
Hermanas Press, 2012) and his poems have appeared in U.S. 1 Worksheets, Mad Po-
ets Review, Exit 13, Wild River Review, Fox Chase Review, Adanna, and The Casa 
de Cinco Hermanas Journal. He performs his poems with music in Philadelphia and 
New York.
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Web Edition
www.upennsymbiosis.org
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April 18–August 26, 2016

Brodsky Gallery
 at the Kelly Writers House

This ongoing interactive exhibition encourages the public to 
use large quantities of archival marketing materials from the 
Institute of  Contemporary Art, Philadelphia to cut-up, re-con-
struct, and stitch together a new collaborative work of art 
and literature from their own subjectivities. In this collaging 
process, participants are exploring how to appropriate content 
that they may critique, graffiti, and deconstruct by way of their 
selection and interaction. Layers will form on top of layers, 
repurposing an artistic past to the present.  

As a live exhibition, a time-based community forms around 
the material and the aesthetic values ascribed to it, displacing 
the authoritarian role of the curator who traditionally differ-
entiates what art—and the language with which it is contex-
tualized—is to be archived by way of the institution and what 
is rubbish to be discarded. This exhibition notably explores 
the degree to which public participants of artists and writers 
might apply market values, media and genre hierarchies, and 
bureaucratic dictates during their own creative and connective 
processes.

Activating 
the Archive
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